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ume gIves a record of the society's activities in the nIne years since that
event. It is to be hoped that the volumes will appear more frequently
hereafter.
Instructors in History
Instructor Ralph H. Lutz of the University of Washington is at
Stanford University for the present academic year, taking the place of
Professor Edward B. Krehbiel, who is absent on leave. In his place at
the University of Washington is Instructor Charles W. David, recently
from the Universities of Wisconsin and Harvard.
Governors of Washington
The Seattle Post-Intelligencer is publishing as a feature of its daily
editorial page a series of brief biographies of the "Governors of the Com-
monwealth of Washington." When completed there will be twenty-two.
such sketches, fourteen of Territorial and eight of State Governors.
The Columbia Highway
The completion of the Columbia Highway has been celebrated by
the publication of a most beautiful book by Samuel Christopher Lancaster,
Highway Engineer. The book is appropriately and lovingly dedicated to
Samuel Hill, the well known advocate of good roads, who is given credit
of having conceived the great highway. The book is most sumptuously
illustrated, many of the plates being reproduced by a new process directly
from natural colored photographs. The sheer beauty of the book wilT
cause it to be cherished even by those who have not been privileged to see irr
nature the wonderful beauties it reveals, through the modern printer's skilL
Story of the Mercer Expeditions
The article in this Quarterly on the Mercer expeditions is of unusual
value. Readers will discover that the author, Mrs. Engle, was a member
of one of the expeditions. She writes from first hand information.
